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Protein Quantitation
Protein Prospector supports most isotopic labelling strategies:

• SILAC
• ICAT
• iTRAQ (4 and 8-plex)
• O16/O18
• BEMAD

Protein Prospector Quantitation Options
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Protein Report (SILAC L and R)

Protein level quantitation
statistics

project name

Link to single protein peptide report

Peptide Report (SILAC L and R)

Scatterplot of
quantitation ratios

Protein level quantitation
statistics

Checkbox to
eliminate outliers

Link to raw data display
Number of times the peptide
occurs in the database
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Details of Quantitation Ratio Scatterplot

In quantitation experiments the ratios measured for a given protein
often vary widely for a number of reasons. Scatterplots are one way of
showing how reliable the protein level quantation ratio is.

Red: Peptide is only found in this database accession
Blue: Peptide is found in multiple database accessions
<>: 1 measurement peak is below a defined SNR

Boxplot indicating median and interquartile range

Elimination of Outliers
Access to the raw data allows outliers to be investigated. They can
then be eliminated via the checkboxes on the peptide report.

Outlier probably
caused by
coeluting peptides

Link to MS-Isotope for the 2 quantitation peaks

Menu allows display of MS Full Scan or MSMS raw data

Option to account for incomplete isotopic labelling
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Incomplete Isotopic Labelling
There are options on both the Search Compare form and the MS-
Display report to correct for incomplete isotopic labelling.

Theoretical distribution

100% 13C 99% 13C

98% 13C 95% 13C

90% 13C

iTRAQ Quantitation

Typical iTRAQ
quantitation report

Same report eliminating peptides
where the 114 peak intensity is
less than 300

Unlabelled
peptide
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8-plex iTRAQ

Scatterplot of ratios
for Apolipoprotein

A-I precursor

MSMS Raw Data of Quantitation Peaks

Typical fragment spectra generally
contains multiply charged b ions

Actual ratios: 8:1:2:4:8:4:2:1

Uploading Data for Quantitative Analysis

Protein Prospector is currently capable of reading raw data from
Analyst wiff files, Thermo raw files and the ABI TOFTOF Oracle
database. As long as a consistent naming convention is used the
relevant files can be uploaded in an archive file. This allows data
from an external site to be processed by a Protein Prospector
server. Alternatively the data can be located in a local data
repository1.

   fraction1.wiff  fraction1.mgf
   fraction2.wiff  fraction2.mgf
   fraction3.wiff  fraction3.mgf
   fraction4.wiff  fraction4.mgf
   fraction5.wiff  fraction5.mgf
   fraction6.wiff  fraction6.mgf

      project.zip

A fraction is a single LCMS run
whereas a project contains all the
data from a sample run. The fraction
name can be displayed as a column in
the peptide report. Search results from
different projects can be compared.
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Example Results 1

The peaklists from an iTRAQ project
containing over 150 individual LC-
MS/MS runs were combined into a
single project file and searched.
This resulted in the identification
and quantification of over 10,000
unique peptides mapping to 1200
unique proteins

Example Results 2

To investigate the quantification
precision for this dataset, protein
expression ratios were calculated
using the individual peptide ratios.
For those proteins quantified using
10 or more peptides, we examined
the distribution of peptide ratios
relative to the calculated protein
ratios. The standard deviation of
relative error for peptide
measurements compared to their
respective protein values was 0.19
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Conclusions

• Support for all major isotopic labelling strategies
• Approach has been tested on very large multi-fraction datasets
• Quantitation information available at the protein and peptide label
• Scatterplot allows easy assessment of protein level quantitation
• Easy access to raw data to detect and eliminate outliers
• Facilities for investigating and correcting for incomplete isotopic labelling
• Archive upload feature allows offsite data to be processed
• Tab delimited output allows data to be exported to external program
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